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Abstract. We classify the compactly supported similarity solutions of the porous media equation 
with sign changes. 
In this note we consider similarity solutions of the one-dimensional porous media equation 
ut = (l~l”‘-~~,)z, 2: E R, t > 0, (1) 
where m > 1, which change sign. This equation arises in a wide variety of situations in 
physics, chemistry and engeneering. For references, see e.g. [2,11]. 
Equation (1) was first formulated in the context of gasflow through porous media, hence 
its name. The physically interesting solutions are then nonnegative, and until recently the 
study of (1) h as b een confined to such solutions. As a family of well-known solutions of (1) 
we mention the Barenblatt-Pattle similarity solutions which are given by 
where 
V(??) = h{C - ,(;;‘,,$I?, CY= 
C is an arbitrary positive constant, and {_f}+ = max{f,O}. It is the analogue of the 
fundamental solution for the heat equation (m = 1) and exhibits one of the interesting 
features of (1): sharp interfaces between regions where u > 0 and 21 = 0. 
Recently, the assumption that 21 > 0 has been dropped by a number of authors [4,10]. In 
this paper we shall study similarity solutions of the form (2), in which U may change sign, 
thereby generalizing earlier results for U > 0 in [5,6,7,8]. 
For (2) to be a similarity solution, the parameters a and 0 need to satisfy the relation 
2p = (m - 1)o + 1. (4) 
Substitution of (2) into (1) then yields the ordinary differential equation 
WI m-1U)l'+mj3~Ut=m~U, (5) 
where primes denote differentiation with respect to 7. This equation is clearly degenerate 
at U = 0 and we anticipate solutions which are not smooth at points where they vanish. 
Thus, U will be a solution of (5) if it is absolutely continuous, and if IUl"'-'U' is absolutely 
continous as well. 
For p = 0 and o < 0 we find only periodic profiles while for Q = 0 and p > 0 the similarity 
profiles have been classified in [4]. 
It is a pleasure to mention a number of stimulating discussions with Zhang Hongfei. 
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We shall study the case 
a<o, p>o. (6) 
Let P denote the support of U, 8P its boundary, and suppose P has nonempty interior. 
Then, if a E aP, it can be shown that the interface condition must hold: 
I(l~l”--‘>‘(~>1 - cm - l>Pbl, 9 E de 77 - a. (7) 
Our main results are the following. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that m > 1 and that Q and ,L? satisfy (4). Then there exists a strictly 
decreasing sequence 
1 1 1 
ae = -->al 
m-t1 
= --; > a2 > a3 > . . . I--, 
m- l 
such that (5) h as a one-parameter family of solutions Uk, each with compact support, if and 
only if a = ak for some integer k 2 0. 
THEOREM 2. Let uk be one of the solutions defined in Theorem 1. Then 
(a) Uk has k sign changes. 
(b) Uk is symmetric when k is even and anti-symmetric when k is odd. 
(c) Up to a sign, every family of solutions Uk is parametrized by the right or left boundary 
of its support. 
The corresponding solutions z((x, t) all have the property that their supports spread out 
and their profiles decay as t increases. Profiles with more sign changes decay faster but 
spread out more slowly. For Q = (~0 we recover of course the Barenblatt-Pattle family and 
CY = or yields the wellknown “dipole” solutions: 
U(q) = *qlql+l{c - 2;;;) lql*}+*, CY = --.$ p = &. 
SKETCH OF THE PROOFS. First of all we set 
r = log5], 
11U’(rl) x(r) = -, 
U(rl) 
Y(T) = 772U(d’-“, 
where we assume that U and 77 are both positive. Symmetry arguments show that this is 
not a serious restriction. For x(r) and y(r) we then obtain 
dx 
dr= 
x-mx’+cry-pxy, $ = y(2 + (1 - m)x}. (10) 
Because the system (10) is autonomous, its orbits correspond to one-parameter families of 
solutions U(q) of (5). We shall only be looking at the invariant upper half plane because 
(9) implies that y is positive. 
The orbits coming out of or going into the critical points of (10) are of special interest. 
There are three finite critical points. One lies in the lower half plane and is not relevant 
here. The other two are (0,O) and (A, 0). 
The first one is a repeller and has precisely one orbit ys coming out going into the upper 
half plane along the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue 2 of the linearization of 
(10) in (0,O). Th is orbit yJ contains all solutions U(q) with U’(0) = 0, i.e. the symmetric 
solutions. 
The second one is a saddle from which a unique orbit -f. goes into the upper half plane. 
This orbit y. contains all the solutions U(q) with (jU(m-lU)‘(0) # 0 and IT(O) = 0, i.e. the 
anti-symmetric solutions. 
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It is not difficult to see that both these orbits have to go to infinity, where we find critical 
points at angles 4 = 0, 4 = 5, 4 =arccotan/? and 4 = K. In particular, if ,B > 0, there is one 
unique orbit 7i which escapes to infinity in finite (r-)time with asymptotic slope -i. This 
orbit 7i then contains all the solutions satisfying the interface condition (7). 
Fig.l.Phase portrait of the compactified upper half plane. 
If cr = a0 = -A, ys coincides with 7i, and for Q = ~1 = -6, ya coincides with 7i. For 
both these values it is a straight line, and as we have seen, the corresponding solutions can 
be computed explicitly. 
To get a hold on solutions corresponding to CQ, cys, . . . we have to identify solutions U(q) 
with a sign change in 7 # 0 as orbits of (10). It is possible to represent the solution U(q) on 
both sides of q as two orbits: one going into an attractor at infinity (at angle $ = r) and one 
coming out of a repeller at infinity (at angle 4 = 0). Moreover, there exists a transformation 
which blows up these two critical points and identifies them. In particular the two orbits 
describing this sign change above can be regarded as one single “generalized” orbit which 
depends continuously on the parameters. 
Using continuity and rather subtle monotonicity arguments one can then show that for 
certain unique “bifurcation” values of cy the generalized orbits ys and _~a can be forced to 
coincide with the generalized orbit 7i, going through infinity via 4 = T and 4 = 0 any 
prescribed number of times . 
For all other a-values between 0 and -A both ys and _~a eventually go into the critical 
point at infinity at angle f$ = $. The corresponding solutions U(q) all have noncompact 
support and satisfy U(v) -) 0 as 71 - foe . 
For details of these proofs we refer to [9]. 
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